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PURPOSE OF STUDY

The primary purpose of this study is to present a brief

summary of available data regarding the Negro teaching

force of the South, and to discuss some problems con-

nected with the training and distribution of these teach-

ers in southern states. It would be impossible, in this

brief study, to present the data in a technical manner or

to consider many of the problems which would be in-

cluded in a thorough survey of teacher training, such as

is being undertaken by the Federal Office of Education.
However, it is hoped that the facts and problems here

presented will be helpful to individuals, institutions,

and organizations interested in the training of Negro
teachers; and that students of education may make
further studies of some of the problems raised by this

introductory investigation.

The study has been centered largely around the fol-

lowing:

I. Teacher Training Institutions

—

Number and type, amounts invested, annual budgets, ex-

penditures, etc.;

II. The Teaching Force

—

Number of teaching positions, number of certified teachers,

increases, annual demands, number in training, number com-
pleting training courses last year, training levels of present

force, improvement of teachers in service, salaries, teaching

load, teaching equipment, graduate work;

III. Suggested Problems for Further Study and Investigation.
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SOURCES OF DATA
Data used have been collected from four primary

sources

:

1. State departments of education and superintendents’ reports.

2. Previous studies, reports, etc.

3. Visits to teacher training institutions and departments during
the past eight months.

4. Personal contact with a state teaching force as supervisor of

Negro schools during a period of five years.

As stated by Dr. C. H. Judd in the Journal of the Na-
tional Educational Association, December, 1930, “There
has never been an adequate study of the supply of teach-

ers and the demand for their services in the United
States.” If this statement is true regarding teacher

training in general throughout the country, how much
more applicable it is to the training of Negro teachers

in the South. For this reason, and on account of the

varying and inadequate records with regard to Negro
teachers in some of the states and in many of the training

institutions, it has been exceedingly difficult to collect

accurate data and reach sound conclusions in the short

time available for this study.
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INTRODUCTION

At the close of the Civil War there were practically

no Negro schoolhouses, few trained teachers, and only

a handful of children in public schools. It is estimated

that there were twenty-five free schools for Negroes in

Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina before the War.
However, in spite of the difficulty following the War,
more than four thousand schools for Negro children had
been established by 1870, enrolling one hundred and fifty

thousand pupils, and representing an expenditure of

five million dollars. During the reconstruction period

many of the state and local superintendents and a major-

ity of the teachers came in from the North, West, Eu-
rope, and elsewhere. It soon became necessary to train

teachers in the South, and the churches and private

organizations took up the task of establishing and
developing schools for this purpose. Many of these

schools still fill an important place in the teacher train-

ing program of the various states. A little later the

states established and began to maintain land grant col-

leges, and in a few states, separate normal schools were
provided. In the meantime public sentiment had been

crystallized in favor of better educational advantages for

Negroes, more public funds were made available, and
more public elementary schools were established.

Much of the improved public sentiment and increased

expenditure was due to the influence of large educational

foundations and trust funds, beginning with the Slater

and Peabody Funds, followed by the Southern Education
Movement, the General Education Board, the Anna T.

Jeanes Fund, the Phelps Stokes Fund, and the Julius

Rosenwald Fund. By 1928 the total expenditures of

these organizations reached an enormous sum, as shown
in Table I.
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TABLE I

Total Expenditures for Negro Education by Five Educational
Foundations to 1928*

General Education Board $ 18,872,442.36
Anna T. Jeanes Fund 826,598.28

John F. Slater Fund 3,121,848.00
Phelps Stokes Fund 153,000.00

Julius Rosenwald Fund 3,333,852.00

Total $ 26,307,740.64

The educational foundations have influenced Negro
education in the South, not only by means of gifts, but
through cooperation and counsel of their officers and
field agents with southern school officials and institu-

tions. While the effect on teacher training is difficult to

measure, it is known that a majority of the $26,307,-

740.64 went directly or indirectly for this purpose. The
major contributions of the Julius Rosenwald Fund have
been for school buildings, though many gifts have been
made to institutions and individuals concerned with
teacher training. As a result of the cooperation between
educational foundations and southern school officials,

practically all of the southern states have or are building

teacher training institutions sufficient to meet present

needs. It is interesting to note the increased expenditures

and enrollment in these institutions from year to year.

Enrollment in normal schools and colleges in 1916 was
2,637. By 1927 it had increased to 13,647, or 500 per

cent.** According to “The Crisis,” 19,000 Negroes were
enrolled in colleges of the United States in 1930. De-
grees granted by these colleges were as follows:

Bachelors’ degrees 1,707

Professional degrees 289

M.A. and Ph.D. degrees 76

Expenditures have increased proportionately, as is shown
later in the report.

In considering the present status of teachers and
teacher training, it might prove helpful to make some

*N. C. Newbold—Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,

November, 1928 .

**U. S. Survey of Negro Colleges, 1927 ,
quoted from report of Mr. Jackson Davis.
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comparison of the teacher and her progress with the

other principal elements of the school. Professional

educators would probably agree that the three funda-

mental elements of a school, in the usual order, are:

(1) the schoolhouse, (2) the teacher, (3) the pupil. The
most marked improvement in Negro education up to

the present has probably been made in schoolhousing.

The Julius Rosenwald Fund has stimulated the develop-

ment of proper schoolhousing and schoolhouse planning

in all the southern states during the past fifteen years.

The construction of 5,000 Rosenwald schools during

this time has brought plants of the rural school to a

much higher point of development than has been reached

by either of the other elements. The comparisons below
show that the per cent of modern rural schoolhouses is

very much higher than the per cent of adequately trained

teachers or the per cent of Negro children up to an
accepted standard of progress.

1. The Schoolhouse

Summarizing briefly the status of schoolhousing for

Negroes, we find there are 24,079 buildings valued at

$57,142,711, that 22,494 (93-4%) are rural and 1,585

(6.6%) urban. These are distributed among the follow-

ing types: one-teacher, 15,358 (63.8%); two-teacher,

4,525 (18.8%); three-teacher, 1,702 (7.1%); and four-

teacher and larger, 2,494 (10.3%).* Of the 22,494 rural

schools, 5,000 have been constructed according to plans

furnished by the Rosenwald Fund. These buildings

represent an investment of $25,342,272, or 44 per cent

of the value of all Negro school property, and house
13,611 teachers and 612,495 pupils.** This means that

40.9 per cent of all rural Negro teachers and 41-3 per

cent of all rural Negro pupils are enrolled in Rosenwald
schools.

The number of adequate buildings not constructed
according to Rosenwald plans is not known, but most

‘Negro Schools in the South, S. L. Smith, Southern Workman, July, 1927.
“Schoolhouse Construction Report, Julius Rosenwald Fund, 1930.
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of these are to be found in urban centers where aid from
the Fund has not been available until recently. It seems
reasonable to conclude that 65 or 70 per cent of all

Negro pupils and teachers are now housed in adequate
buildings. This condition is primarily due to the com-
bined work of the late Dr. Fletcher B. Dresslar, of Pea-

body College, and Mr. S. L. Smith; and in later years

to divisions of schoolhouse planning in state depart-

ments of education, for developing modern school plans;

and to the Julius Rosenwald Fund for helping state,

county, and local officials to construct these buildings.

At present the median or typical Negro schoolhouse
is a two-room building located on two acres of land
and valued at $2,400.

2. The Teacher

The status or improvement of the teacher, as the

second and more fundamental element in the progress

of the school, is much more difficult to determine be-

cause of so many varying factors and the lack ofadequate
data. However, the facts here presented tend to show
that in spite of increased expenditures for teacher train-

ing institutions and increased enrollment of students,

the typical teacher is still considerably below the

standard already reached in schoolhousing. For ex-

ample, 18,130 (38.7%) of the teaching force have less

than high school training; 27,561 (58%) have less than

twro years beyond high school,* which is usually con-

sidered minimum for elementary teachers.

In a study of Schoolhousing and the Teaching Force

in North Carolina for the year 1929, Mr. W. F. Credle

checked the training of 4,621 rural colored teachers.

As a measuring device he scored each teacher 100 points

for each year’s training above the elementary school of

seven grades. Thus a score of 400 points indicated grad-

uation from high school or completion of the eleventh

grade, and 800 points indicated graduation from a four-

year college. He found the teachers had attended school

‘Special Reports from State Departments of Education, 1930.
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a total of 20,471 years above elementary school, giving

an index score of 445, or approximately a half year

beyond high school graduation. For 1,904 of the

teachers in 767 Rosenwald schools, the index of training

was 514, as contrasted with an index of 393 for the re-

maining group. Thus the group of teachers in Rosenwald
schools has an index of 121 points (1.2 years) more train-

ing than the group in schools not aided by the Fund.

Just what effect the good building had on improving the

teacher or what effect the good teacher had on securing

the building was not measured. However, the 767

Rosenwald schools housed 2,400 (52%) of the 4,621

teachers, and 108,000 (41.5%) of the pupil enrollment.

To these 767 Rosenwald buildings are to be added all

others of standard construction, which Mr. Credle esti-

mates would provide for 600 additional teachers, or a

total of 3,000 teacher-units in buildings of modern con-

struction. This means that 65 per cent of all the teaching

units in Negro schools are of modern construction.

Assuming that Rosenwald building plans meet mod-
ern standards for schoolhouse construction, and that

two years training beyond high school is standard for

the 4,621 rural teachers, we see that 65 per cent of the

building units are up to construction standards, while
only 39 per cent of the 1,904 teachers in Rosenwald
schools meet the training standard, and of course a much
smaller per cent of the teachers in the other schools. The
study further shows that the training of teachers varies

according to the type of schoolhouse, from a median
index of 393, or slightly below high school graduation

for the 95 teachers in one-room schools to 758 or approx-

imately college graduation for the teachers in eighteen-

room schools. The median index for the 1,738 teachers

classified according to types of houses varying from one
to twenty-three rooms was 507, or about one year above
high school. This corresponds to the median index of

the 105 teachers in five-room schools. No types below
the five-room size had medians above 480, and no type

above the five-room size had medians below 563- The
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median training index for the 1,559 city teachers was
644, or approximately two and a half years above high
school graduation. City teachers showed a training

increase during the past five years of 134 points, which
is nearly one and a half years. Rural teachers showed a

gain of only 101 during the same period. Thus the city

teachers have a median training of two and a half years

above high school, while the rural teachers have less

than a half year.

From facts and estimates given later in this study

it appears that the typical rural Negro teacher of the

South is a woman of rural heritage about 27 years of

age. She has completed high school and had ten weeks
in summer schools. She teaches 47 children through six

grades for a term of six months, remaining about two
years in the same school. Her annual salary is $360.00,

or $1.00 a day, and she teaches for about five years.

3. The Pupil

Now let us see how the achievement or progress of

the pupil compares with that of the teacher and the

building. In the first place approximately 1,000,000

(30%) of the 3,048,289 children of school age never

entered a school of any kind last year. Of the 2,165,147
enrolled, 2,038,991 were in elementary grades, 107,156
in high schools, and 19,000 in colleges. Reports from
the state departments of education giving enrollment

by grades show that more than 60 per cent of all ele-

mentary children are in the first three grades, and that

85 per cent of all children quit school before entering

the seventh grade. These 2,000,000 physically and
mentally undeveloped children, and the other millions

who have preceded them, constitute one of the South’s

greatest social and economic losses, as well as one of

its greatest sources of potential wealth.

The progress of children through the grades and in

various subject matter has been checked to a certain

extent in a few states and local schools. Mr. L. N.
Taylor of Kentucky, in an unpublished study, reports the

age-grade distribution of 4,032 pupils in the first four
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grades in thirty-three of the most progressive schools in

as many counties. He found that 2,715 (67%) of the

4,032 pupils were retarded an average of 1.4 years.

Retardation was greatest in the second grade where 561

(75%) of the 744 pupils were retarded.

In Nevada County, Arkansas, Mr. N. M. Irby found

868 (45-5%) of the 1,907 pupils were enrolled in the

first grade, and that 1,580 (82.7%) were in the first four

grades. The median or typical child enrolled in the

Negro schools of the county has completed about one-

third of the work of the second grade. The last biennial

report of the State of Arkansas shows that 32 per cent

of all Negro children enrolled were in the first grade,

and that 61 per cent were in the first three grades. Only
1.8 per cent were in high school. The median pupil

enrolled was just entering the third grade. For this

same period 43 per cent of the children enrolled were
in schools having a term of six months or less, and hence
could not be expected to progress to the next grade.*

A comparison of progress made by the Negro pupils

in the cases listed above can be made with that of ele-

mentary and secondary pupils in the schools throughout
the country, as shown on the following table:

TABLE 11

Number and Per Cent of Pupils Enrolled in Public Elementary
and High Schools in the U. S., 1930**

Grade Number Enrolled

Kindergarten 695,490
First ’. 4,171,037
Second 2,816,540
Third 2,661,977

Fourth 2,632,474

Fifth 2,435,466
Sixth 2,243,443
Seventh 2,021,636

Eighth 1,590,354
First Year High School 1,475,924
Second Year High School 1,045,558
Third Year High School 767,706
Fourth Year High School 622,091

Per Cent

2.8

16.6

11.2

10.6

10.5

9.7

8.9

8.0

6.3

5.7

4.1

3.0

2.5

Total Elementary 21,268,417 84.1

Total High School 3,911,279 15-3

Aggregate 25,179,696

•Survey by State Department of Education, 1930.

••Bulletin No. 16, U. S. Office of Education, 1930.
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I. TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Distribution, Investments, and Expenditures

The development of teacher training schools is an
interesting chapter in the history of education in this

country, advancing from a few unclassified, unproved
pedagogical notions held forth in the lecture of a New
England schoolmaster, through the long period and
popularity of the Normal school, to the present Teachers
College, which is steadily expanding its courses and en-

larging its held of effort. During the past ten years these

young colleges have made a vigorous growth, and at

present enroll more than three-fourths of all students

taking teacher training work. Two-thirds of these col-

leges offer standard four-year courses leading to bach-
elors’ degrees, and in some states offer graduate instruc-

tion.

The situation in teacher training schools for Negroes
is different, due to conditions existing in the South
during the time many of the schools were started. Three
states have provided standard colleges for the specific

purpose of training teachers, though the work in all the

states has been developed in institutions operated by
individuals, communities, counties, private and denom-
inational organizations, and state land grant colleges,

in such a haphazard manner that no state can yet claim
an efficient well rounded program for the training of

its Negro teachers. The physical plants, organizations,

faculties, curricula, and purposes of these various types

of schools are not parts of a unified state program for

teacher training. This condition has resulted in a great

amount of overlapping in purpose, considerable waste in

effort and expenditures, and a number and type of teach-

ers trained which is rarely in keeping with the needs of

the state.

Reports from state departments of education show
that the following number of institutions of each of the

types listed do teacher training work as a part or all of

their programs:
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1. State Land Grant Colleges 15

2. State Teachers Colleges and Normal Schools 8

3. Private and Denominational Colleges 56

4. High Schools (Training Departments) 110

Total 189

These types are included among the 87 state, private,

and denominational colleges valued at $44,318,407, or

an average value of $509,000. The 27 state schools

valued at $17,373,148 have an average value of $643,-

000, while the 60 private and denominational schools

are valued at $26,945,259, or an average of $449,000.

The average income for 19 state schools in 1927 was
$163,000, and for the 59 private schools $91,000.*

Tables III, IV, and V give a more detailed picture of

the colleges and high schools doing teacher training

work.

TABLE III

Investments in Public and Private Colleges Doing Teacher Training
Work for Negroes, 1930**

State No.

Alabama 2

Arkansas 2

Florida 1

Georgia 2

Kentucky 2

Louisiana 2

Maryland 2

Mississippi 1

Missouri 2

North Carolina 5
Oklahoma 1

South Carolina 1

Tennessee 1

Texas 2

Virginia 1

Totals 27

Public Private
Amount Amount
Invested No. Invested

$ 1,500,000 3 $ 4,156,206

1,100,000 3 350,000

1,040,490 3 1,000,000

632,269 5 2,288,016

442,000 2 244,750

1,100,000 4 1,300,000

2,174,812 1 850,000

750.000

850.000

6 1,300,000

2,844,524 7 4,579,791

650,000

771,943 8 1,983,879

1,000,000 5 3,150,000

1,267,110 11 2,492,617

1,250,000 2 3,250,000

$ 17,373,148 60 $ 26,945,259

*U. S. Survey of Negro Colleges, 1927.

‘•Reported by State Departments of Education.
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TABLE IV

Enrollment and Graduates, Teacher Training Department, Public and Privatb
Colleges for Negroes, 1930*

Enrollment in
Training Classes Graduates

State Public Private Public Private

4 Yr. 2 Yr. 4 Yr. 2 Yr. 4 Yr. 2 Yr. 4Yr. 2 Yr.

Alabama 150 1,770 142 472 0 Ill 24 75
Arkansas 80 77 70 0 30 25 20 0
Florida 200 0 0 35 41 0 0 37
Georgia 56 22 274 0 25 20 126 0
Kentucky 250 107 12 12 7 77 4 17
Louisiana 96 60 405 0 48 15 58 0
Maryland 0 202 140 0 0 79 29 0
Mississippi 100 0 75 25 20 0 35 15
Missouri 300 0 0 0 105 0 0 0
North Carolina 713 334 215 184 60 168 86 54
Oklahoma 288 0 0 0 25 85 0 0
South Carolina. . .. 153 0 259 72 56 0 131 32
Tennessee 250 0 400 75 47 0 70 30
Texas . . 1,041 150 936 846 90 15 140 35
Virginia 365 0 500 60 85 0 150 20

Totals .... 4,042 2,722 3,428 1,781 639 595 873 315

TABLE V

Enrollment and Graduates, Teacher Training Departments, Public and Private
High Schools for Negroes, 1930**

Enrollment Graduates

State Public Private Public Private

Alabama 212 516 169 122

Arkansas 60 0 15 0
Florida 106 0 39 0
Georgia 400 320 300 200
Kentucky 0 0 0 0
Louisiana 296 219 296 219

Maryland 0 0 0 0
Mississippi 25 0 3 0
Missouri 12 0 4 0
North Carolina 0 34 0 0
Oklahoma 0 0 0 0
South Carolina 0 0 0 0
Tennessee 0 0 0 0
Texas 0 0 0 0
Virginia 40 0 15 0

Totals 1,151 1,089 841 541

‘Reported by State Departments of Education.

**Reported by State Departments of Education.
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Some of the most significant facts revealed by these

tables are:

1. Approximately two-thirds of the colleges are private.

2. Practically all colleges do some teacher training.

3. There are more students receiving teacher training in the state

colleges than in the private colleges. This is true for both four-

and two-year courses.

4. The total number of teacher graduates in 1929 was 2,422, with
a slight advantage in favor of the state colleges.

5. Teacher training classes in the high schools enrolled 2,240

and graduated 1,382, the state leading in both cases.

6. From data not included in the tables it is shown that only 22

of the 87 colleges report adequate practice schools.

The Cost of Training Teachers

It is not possible to determine accurately from the

data available the cost of training the South’s Negro
teaching force, since training classes are conducted in

so many and varied institutions, including 110 high
schools. It is possible, however, to get a very satis-

factory estimate of the cost of training teachers in col-

leges. The total enrollment in the 87 colleges in 1929-

1930 was 18,500.* Of this number 11,866 (64%) were
enrolled in teacher training departments. Since the total

annual operation budget of these colleges was $7,250,-
000** and the teacher training enrollment was 64 per

cent, we see the total annual cost of training teachers

was $4,840,000 or $391 per student teacher. These fig-

ures assume that it is as expensive to train a teacher as

it is other students. At this rate it would require an
annual expenditure of $4,699,820 to train the 6,310
needed annually, according to state agents of Negro
schools, to meet a minimum standard of two years

college work.

Assuming that the investment in plant and equip-
ment for the training of teachers is the same per cent as

the enrollment in training classes, we see a total of

$28,363,780 invested in the plant and equipment, with

‘Report of White House Committee, 1930.

”U. S. Survey of Negro Colleges, 1927.
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an annual operation budget of $4,640,000 for the train-

ing of teachers.

Are More Teacher Training Schools Needed?

As shown above, practically all the 87 colleges do
some teacher training. To this is added the training

courses in 110 high schools. The data on teachers given
in Table IV show there were 2,422 teachers graduated
from the colleges last year, or an average of 28 from each
institution. Twelve of these 28 graduates were from
two-year college courses, and 16 from four-year courses.

If these colleges were graduating the 6,310 new teachers

needed each year, the average would be only 72 per insti-

tution. This is assuming that no teachers would be

certified below the junior college level.

These facts show that there are too many weak col-

leges and high schools attempting to train teachers, and
that the situation would be materially improved if the

states would assume responsibility for training the

teachers needed in the common schools and select and
supervise the institutions undertaking the work.

[16]



II. THE TEACHING FORCE
Before the development of modern industry and the

rise of professions in this country, the teaching personnel

of white schools represented what was probably the

highest level of intelligence as well as training. This
condition has been materially modified by the rapid

progress made in industry, science, and invention during

the past few decades. However, these changes have not

brought the same opportunities and developments to

Negroes, and the 50,000 Negro teachers now employed
in the South still represent the upper level of intelligence

and training in the race.

Broad scholarship, academic and professional, is essen-

tial to good teaching; no teacher can teach what he does

not know. Partial or imperfect knowledge means poor,

inefficient teaching. A combination of liberal arts

courses with the scientific principles, history, and tech-

niques of education tends to insure genuine results in

the classroom.

After gaining the academic and professional knowl-
edge desirable for good teaching, there should be prac-

tical application to concrete problems of the classroom.

This means that a training school is essential. The
training school is to the student teacher what the labora-

tory is to the medical student. Dr. Bagley, in the

“Louisiana Survey of State Colleges,” says, “There is

small place in a teachers’ college for an instructor who
does not connect his work with that of the training

school. It is as much his business to use the demonstra-
tion and practice facilities on the campus as it is for

him to use the library.” About one-fourth of the col-

leges training Negro teachers in the South report ade-

quate training schools, but the number having the work
of the training school properly correlated with the

instruction program of the college is extremely small.

Tables VI, VII, and VIII show an interesting dis-

tribution of the 47,426 certified teachers in fifteen south-

ern states, as reported by state departments of educa-

tion, 1930.
[17]



TABLE VI

Number of Teachers Certified, Number Needed Annually, and Number in
Training, 1929-30*

Number of Number of

certificated teachers needed Number in

State teachers annually training

Alabama 3,015 500 3,262
Arkansas 2,391 400 287
Florida 2,148 300 341
Georgia 4,937 750 1,072

Kentucky 1,339 100 231
Louisiana 2,826 400 1,076
Maryland 1,319 210 242

Mississippi 5,125 500 225
Missouri 1,233 300 312
North Carolina 5,959 600 1,480

Oklahoma 1,364 300 288

South Carolina 4,451 450 591
Tennessee 2,800 400 725
Texas 4,722 600 2,975
Virginia 3,797 500 965

Totals 47,426 6,310 14,072

TABLE VD

Number of Graduates of Teacher Training Departments, 1929-30**

Four year Two year

State colleges colleges High school Total

Alabama 24 186 291 501
Arkansas 15 75 90
Florida 41 37 39 117
Georgia 151 20 500 671
Kentucky 11 94 105
Louisiana 106 15 515 636
Maryland 29 79 108
Mississippi 55 15 3 73
Missouri 105 4 109
North Carolina 146 222 368
Oklahoma 25 85 110

South Carolina 187 32 219
Tennessee 117 30 147
Texas 230 50 280
Virginia 235 20 15 270

Totals 1,372 1,065 1,367 3,804

*Data from State Departments of Education.

**Data from State Departments of Education.
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TABLE VIII

Number and Levels of Training of Present Teaching Force, 1930*

Having less Two years B.S.

than high College or Degree or

State School Equivalent Equivalent

Alabama 2,250 2,000 325

Arkansas 850 300 75

Florida 1,680 1,200 300

Georgia 3,200 494 103

Kentucky 150 750 150

Louisiana 27 555 255

Maryland 24 1,206 146

Mississippi 3,500 1,500 500

Missouri 100 600 75

North Carolina 1,322** 1,679 568

Oklahoma 750 300 100

South Carolina 2,423 1,824 103

Tennessee 656 700 500

Texas 748 1,535 972

Virginia 450 800 250

Totals 18,130 15,443 4,422

Some of the most important facts brought out in these

tables are as follows:

1. There are 47,426 certified teachers. Since many teachers work
in more than one school during the year, these figures indicate

that the supply and demand is about balanced. There are also

many teachers holding only permits to teach, and hence not

listed here.

2. Data not in the table show that 9,358 new teaching positions

have been added during the past five years, and it is estimated

that 8,055 additional positions will be added during the next

five years, giving a total of 55,481 at the end of that period.

3. There are 6,310 new teachers needed each year at present. This
number will naturally increase as new teaching positions are

added, though the turnover will tend to decrease as the train-

ing level rises.

4. The problem necessitates a teacher training program so

planned that the 6,310 teachers needed annually will be prop-

erly trained and made available.

5. There are 14,072 students enrolled in teacher training institu-

tions of all types. 11,866 are in colleges and 2,206 in high
schools. However, a large number of these do not expect to

teach. Only 2,422 graduated from teacher training colleges,

leaving 3,575 of the annual teaching positions to be filled by
teachers having no professional training beyond high school.

*Data from State Departments of Education.

**One Year Above High School, 2658.
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6. The various levels of training for the present teaching force

are as follows:

a. Number having less than high school training. . . . 18,130
b. Number having less than two years college 9,431
c. Number having two years college or equivalent. . . 15,443
d. Number having B.S. degree or equivalent 4,422

Total 47,426

7. These levels of training show there are 27,561 (58%) of the

present teaching force having less than two years of college

training, which is commonly considered the minimum pro-

fessional training for elementary teachers. Of the remaining
number 18,130 (38.7%) have no professional training beyond
high school, and only 12 per cent are college graduates.

8. These 27,561 undertrainea teachers now in service constitute

a problem equally as pressing as the training of the 6,310 new
teachers needed each year. This is a problem of training in

service those who did not get professional training before

entering.

Teachers' Salaries

The meager salaries paid Negro teachers is probably

the greatest problem in the whole school program. A
profession with an inadequately paid personnel cannot

measure up to accepted standards of service. A profession

expected to develop leaders must be composed of leaders.

The salaries paid teachers offer little inducement to

alert young men and women, and are accepted, if at all,

because of lack of other opportunities for professional

employment. In past years a missionary spirit or reli-

gious loyalty inspired many leaders to devote their

lives to teaching, but we can hardly expect this condi-

tion to continue. The requirements for teachers are

steadily advancing, and the cost of meeting these

standards has increased faster than the rise in salaries.

State school officials and students of education have

attempted to establish salary schedules for a number of

years, though there is little uniformity in practice

among the states having adopted schedules. At present

there are 22 states having some type of salary schedule

in their school codes, or provisions for a schedule to be

adopted by the state board of education. Other states
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have certain regulations regarding salaries as a condition

to receiving equalization funds, but as a rule these regu-

lations do not affect all of the teachers. Eight southern

states have salary schedules, which in brief are as fol-

lows:*

Maryland—
White teachers in elementary schools receive a minimum of

$600, high school $1,150, annually; colored, elementary $40,

high school $80 for eight months.

Mississippi—
Third grade certificate, minimum $20, maximum $45.

Second grade certificate, minimum $30, maximum $50.

First grade certificate, minimum $30, maximum $200.

Kentucky—
A minimum salary of $75 for all teachers outside of separate

and city school districts, provided state aid, added to a twenty-

five cent local levy, produces sufficient funds. Local districts may
increase levy to produce sufficient funds, or fix a new salary.

Separate and city districts fix their salaries.

North Carolina—
State Board of Education adopts a salary schedule based on
training and experience. County and city districts may adopt
their own schedules, but must be based on the conditions set

up in the state plan.

South Carolina—
State pays salaries on 6 months basis, principals $100 to $130
minimum, based on training and experience; teachers, elemen-

tary and high school, $60 to $90, based on training and expe-

rience.

Tennessee—
Minimum salaries in elementary schools are from $20 to $164,
based on training and experience. Lowest salaries are for pro-

visional certificates. If regular state and county funds are

insufficient, the State Equalization Fund makes up the difference.

Virginia—
Minimum salary with high school training, white $60, colored

$45- For each year’s training above high school, whites $10 to

a top minimum of $110, colored, $5 to a top minimum of $70.

*C. E. Kenny, Laws Affecting Teachers’ Salaries, 1930.
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West Virginia—
Salary schedule applies equally to both races. Minimum based
on training less than two years above high school, $50 to $85-
Minimum for two-year and four-year normal graduates without
experience, $90 to $110. Highest minimum with experience,

$130 .

Table IX is a distribution of average salaries of public

school teachers in 11 states:

TABLE IX

Distribution of Average Salaries Paid Public School Teachers, 1928-29**

Average Annual Average Monthly Average Length of

Salaries Salaries Term in Days
State White Colored White Colored White Colored

Alabama $ 838.00 $354.00 $106.07 $55-75 158.0 127.0

Arkansas 667.00 436.00 89.29 66.26 149.5 131.7

Florida 1,235-25 482.96 152.50 76.40 165.0 128.0

Georgia 792.32 306.76 100.29 44.78 158.0 137.0

Kentucky * 829.61 * 97.80 * 170.0

Louisiana .... 1,124.03 477.60 129.20 85.28 174.0 112.0

Maryland 1 ,352.00 947.00 143.98 107.74 187.8 175.8

North Carolina. . . . 1,406.75 464.98 114.89 68.38 151.0 136.8

Oklahoma * * 107.64 82.94 * *

South Carolina. . .. .... 1,047.14 316.39 121.05 55.51 173-0 114.0

Tennessee * 526.29 * * * *

Virginia 794.98 434.00 92.44 60.28 172.0 144.0

The salaries paid in 87 colleges are somewhat better

than those paid in public schools, but are still too low
to justify the time and expense necessary to train com-
petent personnel. Annual salaries for the upper third

of these 1,046 college instructors ranked, according to

amount received, average $2,702 in colleges under inde-

pendent boards of trustees, $2,151 in state supported

schools, $1,744 in institutions controlled by northern

church boards, and $1,518 in Negro controlled church
colleges. The lower third averages were $1,113, $1,141,

$851 and $828 respectively.***

Kind of Teachers Needed

By referring back to the paragraph dealing with
the number and types of buildings we see there are

15,358 one-teacher schools and 4,525 two-teacher schools,

*Not Reported.

**Data from State Departments of Education.

***U S. Survey of Negro Colleges, 1927.
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demanding a teaching force of 24,408, or slightly more
than 50 per cent of the entire teaching force. This fact

means that increased emphasis in teacher training

should be placed on (a) the development of practices

and techniques required in one and two-teacher schools,

('b) special consideration of rural problems and an
opportunity for student teachers to receive practice

teaching in typical rural schools, and (c) the need for

state departments of education and heads of teacher

training departments to cooperate in setting up training

programs which would give proper consideration to the

small school, where more than two-thirds of the teachers

are at work.

The Teaching Load

There are 3,048,289 Negro school children in the fif-

teen states. Of this number 2,141,302 are in rural centers

and 906,987 in urban centers. Only 2,165,147 were
enrolled last year. Of these 1,497,216 were in rural

schools and 667,931 in urban schools. This means that

approximately 1,000,000 (30%) of the children never

entered a school of any kind during the year.

With a force of 47,426 teachers, the average number
of students enrolled per teacher was 47. The number of

students for each teacher in rural and city schools is

practically the same.

These averages do not indicate a serious overloading
of teachers from the standpoint of enrollment, though
the averages do not present a complete picture. There
is a wide variation in the teaching load, increasing

sharply in the primary grades. County superintendents’

reports show numerous cases where a teacher has from
fifty to a hundred pupils in the elementary grades. This
heavy enrollment is usually in the first four grades.

Thus the serious overloading of teachers is due to the

large number and variety of classes, together with the

limited time available, and not so much to average
number of pupils. In a typical one-room school of eight

grades a teacher must conduct approximately thirty
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classes a day. The school day as a rule is three hundred
and ninety minutes, which gives an average of twelve
minutes for each recitation. The well trained teacher
can alternate and combine classes to increase this time
considerably, but at best she cannot provide more than
twenty minutes for a class. It is almost impossible to

do satisfactory work under these conditions.

The ratio of children to teachers shows marked im-
provement in recent years. In 1912-13 it was 67- In
1921-22 it was 50,* and in 1928-29 it was 47-

Teaching Equipment

It is impossible for a teacher to do effective teaching

without an ample supply of maps, charts, outlines, and
illustrative material, required by the usual courses of

study issued by state departments of education. The
Negro teacher suffers a serious handicap through lack

of these ordinary supplies, often having to purchase

them from her meager salary. Table X gives data

regarding expenditures for equipment.

table x
Expenditures for Teaching Equipment in Nine Southern States, 1928**

Per Cent Spent

Per Cent of for Teaching
Enrollment Equipment

Statb White Colored White Colored

Alabama 63 37 84 16

Arkansas 77 23 89 11

Florida 71 29 94 6

Georgia 66 34 99 1

Louisiana 62 38 90 10

North Carolina 67 33
South Carolina 55 45
Oklahoma 92 8

Virginia 70 30

Average 69 31 91 9

The obvious fact of this distribution is that the 69

per cent white enrollment received 91 per cent of all

funds expended for teaching equipment, while the 31

per cent colored enrollment received only 9 per cent of

the expenditures.

‘Report of General Education Board.

“Report at annual meeting of National Association of Teachers in Colored Schools

July, 1928.
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The Improvement of Teachers in Service

There are few if any professions which fail to recog-

nize the necessity for continued study and improvement

after entrance. The rapidly changing methods and prac-

tices in educational procedure demand this of all alert

teachers, and those who fail to heed the demands will

soon be left behind the procession.

The cooperation of the General Education Board
together with the Jeanes and Slater Funds with state

officials in establishing and conducting summer schools

for teachers has resulted in much improvement in teach-

ers and methods of instruction. The last report of this

work made by Mr. Leo M. Favrot shows that 21,659
teachers attended summer school in 1929. These schools

as a rule are conducted for a period of six weeks, and
emphasize methods of teaching in the elementary grades.

Further opportunity for improvement of teachers in

service is offered by extension workers and through cor-

respondence courses. An outstanding example of this

work has been carried on through the extension depart-

ments of the University and State Teachers College in

Arkansas, beginning in 1926-27. All the courses offered

by these departments are made available to colored

teachers through the organization of local groups and
by correspondence. During the first two years 2,461

teachers enrolled for one or more subjects. All teachers

finishing courses are given full credit, which is trans-

ferable to any institution in the State.

In addition to summer schools and extension work for

teachers in service, many county superintendents in all

the states hold annual or semi-annual conferences of

teachers, where plans for the year are studied and teach-

ing methods demonstrated. Reading circles are formed
and professional problems discussed. Many of the
county and city superintendents recognize their Negro
schools as a regular part of the system and supervise

them accordingly.
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The most effective supervision of teachers in service is

done through the Jeanes supervisors, who spend all

their time in rural schools as “helping teachers.’’ 290
of the 886 counties, having a Negro population of 10
per cent or more, employ Jeanes supervisors. Their work
has made a substantial improvement in teaching methods
and in better living conditions in rural communities.
The schools of the counties that have no Jeanes super-

visors receive practically no systematic supervision.

Training of Instructors in Southern Colleges

The training and experience of college instructors has

a great influence upon the scholarship and other stand-

ards of college students. Table XI reflects a rather high
standard of training of the instructors in Negro colleges.

The list includes many of the best recognized institu-

tions of the country, both North and South.

TABLE XI
Institutions Where 1,119 Negro College and University Instructors in 89 South-

ern Schools Received Their Academic and Professional Training*

Chicago University 129

Columbia University 118

Howard University 79
Harvard University 72

Lincoln University (Penn.) .... 40

Iowa State University 36

Fisk University 35
Ohio State University 34

Morehouse University 31

Oberlin College 29

Pennsylvania University 29

Northwestern University 29

Boston University 25

Michigan University 25

Wilberforce University 23

Virginia Union University 22

Cornell University 22

Atlanta University 20

Kansas University 18

Yale University 17

Wisconsin University 17

Illinois University 17

California University 16

Hampton Institute 15

Talladega College 13

Syracuse University 13

Indiana University 11

Pittsburg University 11

Brown University 10

Clark University 10

Minnesota University . . .

New York University . . .

Bates University

Mass. Institute of Tech. .

.

Shaw University

Colgate University

Alcorn College

Lane College

Dartsmouth College

Y. M. C. A. College.. ..

Chaflin University

Wiley University

Smith University

Morgan College

Colorado University ....

Berea College

Tuskegee Institute

Nebraska University ....

University of Denver ....

University of Cincinnati

.

Garrett Biblical Institute

.

Meharry Medical College

Amherst College

Prairie View

54 Colleges 1,119

*Tabulated from U. S. Survey Report, 1927.
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31 other colleges trained 74 teachers.

Foreign countries where teachers were trained include

Germany, France, England, Norway, Switzerland, India,

Porto Rico, and Canada.

Graduate Work in the South

In 1927 the 89 public and private colleges of the South
required a teaching force of 1,046. The high schools

required 4,160, Smith-Hughes work 400, extension work
200, and special supervisors 290, giving a total of 6,096

special instructors and supervisors. There is an annual
demand for approximately 1,000 men and women who
have received advanced training in these fields. The
work of these instructors and supervisors is such that a

large number of them should have an opportunity to

pursue graduate work in order to master the techniques

and procedures necessary to carry on in their present

jobs and do intelligent research work. Many of these

instructors go to northern colleges for training, but in

some cases it is difficult for them to select and study

problems which will be of practical value on their

return to the South.

A strong, well-organized graduate school of education
centrally located in the South should be able to supply

many of the needed college and high school instructors,

supervisors and administrators, and at the same time

offer summer courses for advanced study and improve-
ment of teachers in service. Such a school would become
the natural head of the teacher training system of the

South, and as such should serve as a clearing house for

major problems in education.

Similar graduate work should be carried on in other

fields, such as social science, health, economics, English,

religion, agriculture, home economics, trades, and in-

dustries.

A college or university undertaking graduate instruc-

tion to meet these needs should provide:
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1. A faculty of superior ability, training, and accomplishment,
some of whom should be thoroughly familiar with southern
problems.

2. Ample facilities, including classrooms, library, laboratories,

etc.

3. Adequate budget for maintenance and operation.

4. Limited enrollment to selected students of standard college

graduation and high records of scholarship and achievement.

5. Contact with colleges, state departments, and other agencies

as a means of selecting students and of determining what edu-

cational problems should be given consideration.

The type of graduate work offered could be made much
stronger, and the cost materially decreased if Fisk,

Howard, Atlanta, and other universities could agree

upon a division of the departments and courses to be

offered by each. Graduate work in agriculture, business,

home economics, trades and industries could probably

be developed to the greatest advantage at Hampton and
Tuskegee.

[
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III. SUGGESTED PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY

During the past year we have received numerous ques-

tions from graduate students studying various problems
related to Negro education. This is a healthy sign of

increased interest, and we are pleased to furnish any
material we have and to suggest other problems for

study and investigation. Some problems on which
further information would be particularly desirable are

as follows:

1. What is the present practice with regard to certification of

the Negro teachers?

2. What would be the desirability, results, and cost of a mini-

mum salary schedule for colored teachers in the various states?

3. What factors determine Negro teachers’ salaries?

4. What are the factors of increased cost under a dual system of

education?

5. How does pupil progress in colored schools compare with
progress in white schools?

6. How are pupils distributed according to age and grade?

7. What do Negro high school and college graduates do after

leaving school?

8. How much property do Negroes own and what do they con-
tribute toward the cost of education?
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